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A study of precipitation in a copper-beryllium alloy has been carried

out by means of nuclear magnetic resonance and field ion microscopy.  For the

a solid solution the wipe-eut-number describing the copper resonance ampli-

tude is found to be 18 for the central transition.  Aging data are obtained

for Cu+13 at.% Be at two different temperatures,· 280' and 3500(.  Our

ebserved aging curves are shewn to be consistent with published values of the

activation energy fer diffusion ef Be in Cu.  An apparent equilibrium compo-

        sition of the a-matrix at various temperatures has been evaluated from the NMR

absorption intensity in the completely precipitated state.  A deviation from

the beryllium solvus boundary is observed and feund to be a temperature
IL.'

(aging) dependent quantity.
*

A field ion microscope was constructed; various conditions  of image

gas composition and  pressure were tried for imaging pure copper and Cu+13

at.% Be.  Beth pure coppdr and the alloy were successfully imaged.  The pre-

cipitate in Cu+13 at.% Be formed at 280'C is observed and its size is found

to  be  in the. order of 2x10413.     A thin layer of copper atoms around  each

precipitate particle is excluded from the observed NMR absorption intensity

because of local lattice and electronic effects.  Small precipitate particles,

such as those observed with the field ion microscope, embedded in the a-matrix
.

cause a shift in the equilibrium beryllium concentration in the a-phase.  This
i

D.
is expressed by the Thomsen-Freundlich equation.  Results from this experiment

together with the Thomson-Freundlich equation are used to estimate the inter-

face energy.  The value obtained, 577 ergs/cm2, falls reasonably well within

the range of known surface energies.
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The Knight shift of CuBe is measured for the first time; its value

K        =0. 13% is found  to  be very close  to  that ef CuZn, K =0.15% measuredCuBe CuZn

by G. W. West; both compounds have the same crystal structure.
4
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CHAPTER I

INTROBUCTION

Precipitation frem supersaturated solid solutien affects many physical

properties of alloys.  Although measurement of some of these properties such

as electrical conductivity, lattice parameter, and magnetic properties have

been utilized te investigate the precipitation precess, the interpretation is

usually difficult.  An alloy system as classical as beryllium-copper remains

werthy ef study because ef its high strength and its wide use fet practical

purposes.  Its transition from ductile solid solution to spring material due

to precipitation makes it useful in manufacturing springs, surgical instru-

ments, contact bridges, dies, and many other special products. Besides the

improvement in the mechanical preperties ef this alloy, the electrical

conductivity is improved by heat treatment.  It is 17 per cent I.A.C.S.

(International Annealed Cepper Standard) when it is in the selid selutien

*

condition, but by heat treatment increases te 32 te 38 per cent I.A.C.S., a

value sufficiently attractive for many applications.  The cemmercially pro-

duced beryllium-copper contains 2.0 te 2.25 weight per cent beryllium.  The

binary alloys containing up te about,1 per cent beryllium are not age-

hardenable; it also has been feund that these alleys centaining over 2.5

weight per cent beryllium are se hard and brittle as to be impractical te

produce.  There are still differing views on the aging process of this alley

system.  Alse the mutual effect between the final stable precipitate and the

final equilibrium matrix is not yet well understood.

0                 For nearly thirty years, many investigaters have been interested in

(1)-(8) (9)-(12) (13)
these alloys; electren microscope, X-ray and ether

techniques were used in their investigation.  The striatiens en the magnified
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micrographs and relrods on the diffraction patterns seem to be consistently

ebserved. The transformation sequence of this alley is thought: te be:

Supersaturateder*G.P.Zones+Y"+Y'+74

Coherent·plates en {100)a are the products ef the first two transformation

stages where  y"   is an erdered structure. The y'-phase  is  a  b.c. t. struc-

ture with a=b=2.53.A, c=3.58 A, while the y-phase is an ordered b.c.c.

equilibrium precipitate (CsCl) with a=2.70 A.  Most work done on this alloy

system has cencerned its early stages of precipitation because the G.P. zenes

and intermediate precipitates are theught te cause its great hardness upen

aging.

In this work new techniques have been employed in studying this alloy,

namely Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and Field Ien Micrescopy (FIM).  Beth

of them are pewerful teels used te study metal systems dewn to the atomic

scale; NMR is often used to explere the relative atemic arrangement· of solvent

and solute atoms,.while FIM can provide direct observation of microstructures

6                         (14)
with a magnification around 10 .  K. B. Danesh has dene a preliminary

study ef age hardening Cu-Be alleys.  The technique has also been used to

(15)
study precipitation in Al-Cu by M. W. Perra. Application of FIM te the

study ef nen-refractery metals was shewn te be pessible areund 1969; at that

time the image intensifier (channel plate) became commercially available.

Some field-ion microscope observations on copper and copper alloys have been

made· recently by other. workers.(16)-(19)
.

In this work the NMR measurements are made at two different
b

frequencies:  10 MHz and 66 MHz.  The copper nuclear signals from the

precipitate and remaining matrix are well reselved at the higher frequency.
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From this fact we can prove 1) that the low frequency intensity measurements

are the contribution  of  only  one  of  the two phases,   i. e., the a-phase without

any· interference from the precipitated phase, 2) the position of the resen-
„6

ance of copper in the· precipitate with respect te that in the remaining matrix

indicates that the smaller cepper nuclear signal arises from the precipitate.

The measurement ef the· cepper nuclear signal frem the a-phase is employed te

examine  the entire aging process. By cenverting a resenance intensity·  into

weight fractien transfermed (as a function of aging time t) the activation

energy of diffusion of beryllium in copper is estimated at a temperature

around 3000C.

At the completion of the aging process the beryllium-copper alloy

(13 at.% Be) does not give the full copper resonance intensity expected

frem a calculation based on empirical theory for solid solutions by

Bleembergen and Rewland and the phase diagram. The solvus ef -.(20) (21)

beryllium' in cepper determined from NMR data lies on the beryllium rich side

ef the published curve.  The deviation. increases as the aging temperature is

decreased. In 0rder te cerrelate this temperature dependent· deviation  te

the precipitate size, a field ien microscope was constructed and applied te

these alleys.  Frem the ebserved precipitate particle. size it was possible

te explain the discrepancy en the basis of a velume effect and the influence

of particle size on equilibrium cencentration.

When the size ef the secend phase particle is as small. as these

observed in the field ion microscope in this investigation, one has te take

the following effect into consideration.  The solubility of the second phase,
,>

CuBe, in a-solid solution is exponentially dependent on the particle radius

r, at a given temperature. This relation is known as Thomson-Freundlich
(22)
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equatien.  The surface energy of the interface between the precipitate and

solid solution is evaluated from the above equation by use of the solubility

determined in this work.
4

The relative Knight shift ef· the Cu resonance in CuBe. (a-phase) with
63

respect to that of pure copper is also measured; the result is very close to

(23)that of CuZn measured by G. A. West.

.

1
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CHAPTER II

BASIC THEORY OF NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE (NMR)

A.  General Formulatien
.,

A nucleus can be considered as a system of many particles coupled

together so that in any given state, it pessesses a total angular momentum Iii

and a total magnetic moment W.  These two quantities are related by the

"
gyremagnetic ratie" y.

i  = y t                                         (1)

When this magnetic moment is acted en by an externally applied
+

magnetic field H the interaction energy is simply -iI·R, the corresponding

Hamiltenian is:

>6      -          -iI ·i i                                                                                                                '                                                                                    (2)

If we cheose the direction ef that applied field to be z-axis,

then:

>/ = -YAIzHO                          (3)
where H  is the magnitude ef the applied magnetic field.0

63
Take Cu as an example; it has I=3/2 and its eigenstates are

equally spaced in energy as shown in Fig. 1

The allowed energies are (from Equation (3))

E = -yhH m   m = I,I-1, -I+1,-I (4)

In order t0 induce transitions between these.levels we need to apply

an alternating magnetic field perpendicular te the static field; its
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.

4

Figure 1

63
Energy Levels of Cu in a Magnetic Field

.

.

*
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frequency satisfies
.

hu = AE                                          (5)

where AE is the energy difference between the initial and final states.

The alternating magnetic field is Hx=2Hlceswt;.then the perturbing

term in the Hamiltenian is:

)*pert = -MiH*Ix                            (6)

The eperater I  has matrix elements between states m and m',

(m' Ix|m), which vanish unless m'=m+1; therefore the allowed transitions are

between adjacent energy levels so that

liu = AE = yliH  (7)
..

er,

w = YHe (8)

i

Fer a given element of known y one can always use equation (8) te

calculate the frequency needed te 0bserve the resonance.

The classical way ef estimating the gyremagnetic ratio y can be

illustrated by a simple example:

A particle ef mass m and charge e is moving in a circle of radius

r with period T, its angular momentum is then

2·
27Tr

J = mvr = Ill----  .                             (9)T

where

J     =    ·iiI (10)

and its classical magnetic dipole moment is
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U = iA, (11)
4

where i is the current preduced by the circularly moving charge e, and

2A is the area ef the circle.  Thus i=e/cT, A=TTr .
2

New li-(T (12)
e 7Tr

frem equations (9), (10) and (11) we have

Y = ]L=.e (13)la 2mc

If we substitute the mass of the preton for m and the accepted values

fer e and c we find

Yn = 2 -E  = 4.791103 sec-1 .gauss-1 (14)

P

The actual magnetic mement is measured by its maximum observable

cemponent  and is often expressed
„

Pmax = gIWn (15)

where g is the nuclear g-factor and
un=eM/(2M c)=5.05*10 (erg/gauss) is

-24

the nuclear magneton.  Thus, for the proten, the experimental result is

y    umax = gIWn = EL-  =p =-F -r 2M c   ·Z n       '       (16)
P

The value of y  for a proten was measured at the National Bureau of

Standards in Washingten ·by Thomas   et   al. They made an(24),,(25), (26)

accurate absolute measurement of a magnetic field H  in which the proton

resonance
frequency  w 

was determined by equation  (8). They found

-1     -1yp = 2.675]9104 sec gauss (17)
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In turn the g value for the preten was found to be 5.58.
*

We know the petential energies of the differently eriented nuclear

moments are characterized by the quantum number m as stated in equation (4).

Using this, we can calculate the static nuclear susceptibility X .  Let N(m)
be the number of nuclear moments per unit volume in state m, then the

relative populations at equilibrium are determined by the Boltzmann factor

Niml     =   exp    (  E(m' )   -   E (m) 1 (18)
N (m')                                    kT

The total moment per unit volume along the direction of the field .A

is

MH = IN(m)*m                                 (19)
m

,                  Using this result one can obtain the(27  Brilleuin expression fer the

static magnetization.

2I+1 (2I+1)xMH -  NOyit{ (-2-)ctnh [       2       3-lictnh(x2) } (20)

where N  is the total number of nuclei per unit volume and x=YAH/kT.

Since x is much less than unity, equation (20) has the approximate.

form:

No  42
MH    =    3kTY-'Fl    I (Itl) H (21)

and the static nuclear susceptibility Xo is

N

Xe = 3 T Y242I (Itl). (22)

Blech initially treated nuclear induction using phenomenolegical(28)

equations, An oscillating field H =2Hl coswt  can be decomposed   into   two
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oppositely rotating fields in· the x-y plane.  If Ho is again aleng z and y is
.

positive, the vector field· is

Hx = Hlcoswt

H  = -HlSinwt (23)

HZ=HO

Frem the time-derivatives ef the macroscopic magnetization, the compo-

nents  of the cemplex susceptibilitY X=X'-ix" are found:

T2(Wo-w)X' = #)(0waT2 2 :2 2 2 (24) '

1+T2 (Wo-W) Py Ht TlT2

X"= #X w T (25)
1

0 0 2
. 1+T22 (wo-w) 2.1.Y2H12TlT2

These are Blech susceptibilities and Tl,T2 are spin-lattice and

spin-spin relaxation time respectively, X0 is the static nuclear suscepti-

bility derived above, and wo=Y#Ho.

The sample placed in the alternating field absorbs energy from this

field at a rate per unit volume given by

W =
2H12wx". (26)

Therefore the energy abserptien is resenant in nature as clearly shewn

by the ferm of equation (25).

t'
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B.  Nuclear Magnetic Resenance in Metals

In a metal most ef the electron spins are paired; enly a small

fraction with their kinetic energy near the Fermi energy can have unpaired

magnetic moments.  Sne source of the shift of the nuclear resonance in

metals relative te nen-cenducters is attributed te the Pauli paramagnetism

of the conduction electrons.  The phenomenon was first discovered by

Knight. .  The relative shift is(29) (30)

AH=  16<1 11'met (0)  2>av

Ho     h         1 11'at (0)12 VaN(E ) (27)

where  A   is the hyperfine interaction constant,    B   is   the Behr magneton,

< |'|'met Ce)12 av is the square of the electronic wave function in the metal

evaluated at the position ef the nucleus, normalized over the atomic volume

.,

va and averaged  ever the Fermi surface. |*at (e)·12  is the absolute square  ef

the outer s function at the nucleus in the non-conductor, and N(EF) is the

-          density of states of the conduction electreds at the Fermi surface per unit

velume and per unit energy interval.

The shift may have different values at different nuclei, depending en

the pesitions ef nearby impurities.  The actual shift can be calculated enly

if the wave equation including the potential perturbed by the impurity is

solved.

The im urity cencentration dependence of the shift has been extensively

studied in various solid solutions and inside of two-phase regions. In the

·, two-phase regions resenances apprepriate  te  each ef the phases may be

observed.

Metals having nuclei ef spin greater than & and a sufficiently large

quadrupele moment will be sensitive to the presence of foreign (solute) atoms
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in the lattice, and the resenance may show strong quadrupole effects.  Either
.

the strain field due to the size difference between solvent and solute atoms,

or the different electronic structure of the solvent and solute atoms will

produce an electric field gradient in the lattice.  The gradients may be very

large near a solute atom so that the resonance absorption of any solvent atom,

63
CU for example, clese to a selute atem will be unobservable; but at the

same time the solvent atoms at. greater distance from the solute may have

their energy levels unperturbed.

Let us introduce a scalar quantity

eq = Ee (3ces20j-1)r -3                         (28)

where q is the electric field gradient, $  is the angle between the radius
+

vector r  toward a charge e  in the lattice and an axis of cylindrical

symmetry.  Denote the angle between this symmetry axis and the magnetic field

.,                     by  0. The energy difference between the levels  m  and  m-1  of the nuclear  spin

in the combined fields is given by a first-order perturbation calculatien:

3e2qQ

AE         = hvot(2m-1) (3cos20-1) (29)min-1 8I(2I-1)

where Q is the nuclear electric quadrupble moment.  From equation (29) we see

that the energy difference between the levels m=# and m=-5 is unperturbed in

this approximation.  A second-order perturbation calculation gives for the

energy difference between these levels:

422
AF. = hv- (1-gcos20)(1-cos20) (30)

9 2I+3 eqQf-li''   0 64 2 hv
4I (2I-1)      0

If a nucleus is located at a site of cubic symmetry, we have:
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34 = 32V = 32v (31)
Bx2   3y2   3z2

.

When We combine this with Laplace's equation

F2V = 0

we see that there is no field gradient at such a nuclear site.  (0ne can

always find principal axes of the petential V such that

32V
3x 3x

=0 if a08, a,B=l,2,3).
a B

Therefere, there is ne quadrupele effect at lattice sites with cubic peint

symmetry on the atemic scale (e.g., pure copper), but this symmetry is des-

troyed when ene introduces solute atoms into the lattice.

63Using the results on the central line intensity ef Cu in brass as a

function of solute concentration Rowland predicted that the intensity for

»          copper with·zinc as solute might be expected to vary roughly as·'.(31)

0.6(1-C) + 0.4(1-C)18
600

where C is the solute concentration.*  The first term is the satellite

intensity, the second term is the central intensity. Recently this has been·

cerreberated by Tompa, ;' This explains the fact that only a few hundredths(32)

ef a percent of solute could cause a marked decrease in the resonance

intensity at the center position ef the nuclear resonance.  The satellite

'           intensity fer which ns=490 (Tempa's value) is much more sensitive to solute

*"C" is the atemic fraction of salute, unless it is etherwise
specified.
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concentration than the central intensity for which n=18.  It will later be

shown that for the range of solute concentrations of interest in this work we

need to consider the splitting af the central transition only.

In the· aging (precipitation) precess, the Be atoms are centinuously

extracted from the initial solution heat treated alley matrix; the new

precipitate and final matrix are forming.  Due te the decrease of Be cencen-

tration in the final matrix (Ci=13 at.% + Cf=1.3 at.% Be) the central

transition intensity is changed drastically and prevides a pewerful technique

with which to fellow the ceurse of the precipitation precess.  It must be

noted here that nuclear magnetic resonance is a suitable technique for study-

ing the copper-beryllium system because the cepper nuclear signal ef the

precipitate phase can be easily reselved frem that ef the matrix.  Ne

·          interference occurs in the measurement of peak-to-peak intensity using the

63first derivative of the matrix Cu absorptien curve.  Furthermere, neither

63           the line shape nor the Knight shift of the Cu nuclear resonance show a

significant change between the initial and the final a-phase.  Thus the

intensity is related te the amount ef matrix, its Be concentratien, and

indirectly to the· ameunt ef precipitate. Later we will shew that the state

of dispersion of the precipitate may also be important.

A model is needed if ene wants to see the physical. meaning of the

measurement during the intermediate stages of aging.  Let (see Figure 2)

W = weight ef Cu+13 at.% Be alloy,

CU
W   = weight of Cu in W grams of Cu+13 at.% Be alloy,

I(13 at.% Be) = intensity of Cu nuclear signal frem W grams of Cu+13 at.% Be

alloy eccupying a given velume V, and
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:

Figure 2

Phase Biagram ef Cu-Be.

The Dashed Line IaR'the Beryllium Concentration in Equilibrium a-Phase
Derived from NMR Intensity Measurements.
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CU
Ii = intensity ef Cu nuclear signal frem W grams of pure copper (central

.

transition only; i. e:, 40% of the total) occupying the same volume V.

Then fer the selutien treated alloy
.

lS
I(C=0.13)=Ie(1-C)n=I (1-0.13) (32)

where C=atomic fraction of Be.  Normalize equation (32) by dividing it by

CU
W   grams, defining

I(0.13)   Ie(1-C)n   I
i(0.13) = = -1- 4 (1-0.13) =

ie(1-0.13)    (33)
=                            18              18

CU CU CUW W W

Let us assume that at time t during aging, the total cepper intensity

It can be considered as due to both the copper nuclei in the final a-phase

matrix, and those in the remaining initial solution heat treated matrix:

.

It = i(Cm)Wm(t)fm + i(Ca)Wa(t)fa (34)

where:

Wm(t) = weight of initial matrix (13 at.% Be) remaining at a given time t,

1,2(t) = weight ef transformed matfix (a-phase, Ca=0.0125) present at a.

given time t,

Wt..
fm=(1-Cm    )

= weight fraction  Cu. in initial matrix,   and
Wt..

fa=(1-Ca   ) = weight fractien Cu in final a-matrix.

W  can be expressed in terms of W, W ' and W , the weight of the precipitated

y-phase (CuBe).

Wm(t)=W-Wa(t)-Wy (t)=W-Wa(t)-FWa(t)=W-(1+F) Wa(t) (35)

4%

where F can be found from the phase diagram for a given aging temperature

T. (T=2800C)
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Wt. Wt Wt Wte.
(36)F E (Cm  -CQ ')/(C  '-C   )Y        m

Using (35), Equation (34) becomes:

Wt. Wt.C   -C

It = I(Cm) [ i(Ca)(1-Cat')-i(Cm) (1-Cwt.)   Y     a   3  w_.(t)Cwt.-Cwt.-       a
Y   m

 1   \n (wt· cwt.It-I(Cm) =   (1-cwt.) -01 -'CY  - 01  1 (1-cwt.) ]i(Cm)wa(t)   (37)a      •    il-C    /        i     wt.        wt./.               mm   'C   -C  /
Y   m

The   left hand quantities are measured   from a "resonance intensity" aging curve;

n and i(C ) are obtained from the wipe-eut-number curve fer the Cu-Be dilute

solid selutien and from the solution heat treated alloy.  All the other

quantities, except W (t), are obtained from the phase diagram.  Thus W (t)

is   found,    and   as t appreaches inf inity,    W     (t+00)    is the amount of· a-phase

corresponding to the equilibrium state.of the system (see Fig. 7).

In its present form Equation (37) relates the measured intensities in

an absolute way to the weight of a-phase present at any time t.  As will be

shown later, our work leads to the conclusion that the precipitate morphology

affects the measured intensity, and thus Equatien (37) is not te be relied

upon to give the absolute quantity of a-phase present in this alloy system.

It assumes the intensity to be independent of precipitate morphelogy and to

depend entirely upon equilibrium phase diagram consideratiens.  As a more

directly useful quantity, we define the weight. fraction ef a transformed at

time t.

U(t) =
a

(38)
W (t)   It-I(Cm)

Wal-) = I--I(Cm)

thus aveiding use ef the censtant terms in Equatien (37).
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The basic relationship between u, t and T can be expressed by means of

a rate equation, leading te the definition ef an activation energy.
(33)

Q (Ul) F31n(au/,t,7 (39)

R     -  -L  ·3(1/T)   d u=ul
From the u vs. t plots ef the raw experimental data.at each different

temperature, ene can determine the slepe fer a given value ef u=ul' then plet

ln (slope) vs. 1/T.  The activation energy Q of the precipitation process is

just the slepe of the latter plet times R, the universal gas constant.  By

comparing this determined Q with that from diffusion data, we can see how

impertant the role ef diffusien in this precipitation precess is.

When the copper-beryllium alloy is aged for a sufficiently long time,

Equation (34) becomes much more simple, i.e.,

I- = i(0.01)W (00)f (40)

"  Fer aWe designate this state to be the "completely precipitated state.

given ameunt of alloy, say W grams, there are N copper atoms contained in
CU

CU
this sample, of which Na  copper atoms will be in final matrix phase (a-phase)

when.the complete precipitation has been reached; from the phase-diagram (at

T=2800C) we have

NCuCT)  =  Nt BCy-Cd) / (CY-Ca)] (1-Ca) (41)

where Nt is the tetal number ef cepper and beryllium atoms in the sample.

CU
But we knew N  =(1-Cm)Nt' so

Nt = NCu/(1-Cm) (42)
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therefore,

NC. (T) - lcY-cm E (1-Ca) 1-(                         (43)», -'' j                  
                  'u

If we convert Equation (43) into nuclear magnetic resonance intensity,

and keep in mind that the NMR measurement is made on copper atoms in the

solid solution phase (a-phase),

I-(T) = CI -I:j.[.Ma].[Ie(1-C )183        (44)
m

The quantity in the'last bracket corresponds to the NMR intensity of

CU
N   bepper atoms all in the a solid solution ef Ca at. fraction Be.  Recall,

CU
here I  is the central component of the nuclear absorption of N   copper

atems in pure Cu.  In erder te take care ef this quantity preperly, we ought

te de the fellowing; after the above measurement we solutien heat treat the

same sample at a temperature such that there is enly ene phase in the alloy

(i. e., the initial matrix Cu+13 at.% Be).  Its cepper nuclear absorption

intensity follows the expression:

Isht = IO(1-Cm) (45)
18

the Ie in Equation (45) has exactly the same physical meaning as that of I 

in Equatien (44).  Thus:

19       19
I-(T)/Isht =  (CY-Cm)/(CY-Ca) 3[(1-Ca) ,/(1-Cm)   (46)

This equation assumes distinct, hypethetically separable phases, each.

behaving as if it were present in bulk only.  That is, any possible size or

surface effects  due te precipitate merphelogy  have been neglected.     The  left-

hand side of Equation (46) is measured in the laboratory, the right-hand side
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may be calculated frem the published phase diagram.  Equality merely serves

to check the correctness of our model up te this point. Inequality may

indicate that the copper atoms in the pertien of final matrix surrounding

the precipitates are net centributing te the NMR intensity.  The smaller

the precipitates, or the larger the region ef matrix strained, the larger

the deviation that will be found between observation and Equation (46).

This is because ef the particle size dependence ef the phase boundary to

y-phase volume ratio.  The strain field around stable precipitates has been

observed in Al-4 wt.% Cu by T. Imura et al. whe used the divergent beam
(34)

x-ray technique and found that this strain field cannot be completely removed

by aging treatment.

.
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CHAPTER III
.

NMR EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND PR@CEDURES

A.  Experimental NMR Apparatus

The continuous wave nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer used in

this work was made by Varian Associates (model V-4210A); the block diagram

of the complete apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.

An electromagnet and highly regulated·power supply manufactured by

Pacific Electric Meter Cempany were employed te preduce the external magnetic

field H0; the pole face diameter is 5 inches tapered from 15 inches and the

air gap is 1.5 inches.  The field inhomogeneity across the sample volume is

less than 0.05 gauss.  A motor driven petentiometer in the central circuit

was used to sweep the field acress the resonance.  The modulation field was

provided by a Dynakit Mark III 60 watt audio power amplifier driven by an

audio oscillater (Hewlett-Packard Model 200 ABR).  H0 was sinusoidally modu-

lated.  at  26  Hz  with a peak-to-peak amplitude  of 2.5 gauss. The resenance

signal is synchroneusly detected in the phase sensitive detecter (lock-in

amplifier) which maintains a bandwidth narrow eneugh (<1 Hz) fer reasonably

low noise.  The probe used in this work, also made by Varian, contains the

crossed coils, the balancing paddles and medulation coils, its working range

is from 8 MHz to 16 MHz.

The rf reference standard signal calibrator (see Fig. 4), designed by

R. H. Geils in this laboratory, provides an adjustable constant leakage

between the transmitter and receiver coil circuits of the spectrometer, and

thus supplies a constant unit .scale for. calibration of the peak-te-peak

intensity measurement.
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.

Figure 3

Bleck Diagram of NMR Experimental Apparatus.
.

/
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The field scanning unit slowly alters the field of the electromagnet

H .by controlling the magnet current.  It supplies a voltage which id changed

linearly  with   time  by a synchronous motor 4·  and   is inj ected   inte   the feedback

loep of the censtant current control.

The lock-in amplifier output is recerded by a Leeds & Northrup

Speedomax G pen recorder with a chart speed ef 15 inches per hour.  The

scanning speed of the polarizing field is 1.93 gauss per minute.  The Hl is

about 0.05 gauss and its frequency is 10 MHz.  The radio frequency is

measured by a General Radio Medel 1191 ceunter.

B.  Preparation of Samples

The material used in this research is a pure copper-beryllium binary

alloy.  Since beryllium is chemically a very active element the choice of

crucible materials is limited.  It was decided to use pure high density

beryllia (beryllium exide) as the crucible material.  A chill mold used for

quenching was made of high purity high density graphite.  Both of them had-

been baked eut before being used in the alloy making; also since·both copper

and beryllium are easily exidized, a vacuum furnace is required while making

the alloy.

The pre-weighed 99.999% pure cepper and 99.96% pure beryllium are

arranged inside a large beryllia crucible such that the beryllium (with lewer

specif ic gravity)   is  at the bottom  and  the  cepper  is  near  the  top  of  the

crucible.  The elements are melted inside the evacuated inductien furnace
'

chamber filled with argen gas te a pressure· of one-quarter of an atmosphere.

The temperature of the melten alley mixture is measured by a calibrated

pyrometer to be about 1100'C.  The alloy is well stirred by the high frequency
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magnetic field inside the induction ceil, and the mixture is held at this

temperature fer thirty minutes then it is furnace cooled with the inductien

furnace power eff.
.

Due to the Blow diffusion of beryllium in copper, the slow cooled alley

does not retain the homegeneous state, rather there is segregation of the

solute.· Therefore, it is necessary te remelt the slew cooled alley in a

beryllia crucible which is inside a tungsten resistance heater.  Three

minutes after· the liquid alley reaches 11000C,   it is quickly poured   into  a

graphite chill meld containing  a  slot· (3/8)" thick X (3/4)"  wide X  (1  1/2)"

deep.  All ef the above remelting and chill casting process is done inside

-7
a vacuum bell-j ar, the vacuum being about   6X 10 Terr.  The inget is then

/

homogenized by annealing; during annealing the possible maximum diffusion path

is 3/16".  The annealing is. done as follows:  The ingot is wrapped inside a

pure melybdenum foil and the whele thing is then sealed inside a quartz tube

-6which is evacuated to 1X10   Terr.  The quartz tubing is heated up te 845'C

for one week, then quenched to room temperature by breaking the tubing under

water.  After cleaning the euter surface, it is ready fer chemical analysis.

A master alloy of 26.8 at.% Be is made first, then it is diluted to

make five alloys of different beryllium contents.  Every one of these six

alloys is made according te the process described in the previous·paragraphs.

The beryllium centent ef these alloys was determined by chemical

analysis and the result is given in Table 1. A trace analysis was done for·
'

the master alley and for sample Ne. 5 (i.e., Cu+13 at.% Be).  Results are

shown in Table 2.
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Table 1

Results of Chemical Analysis of Cu-Be Samples
.

Sample Ne. Wt.% ef Be At.% of Be

1 0.14 0.98

2 0.26 1.80

3 1.04 6.90

4 1.56 10.05

5 2.08 13.03

Table 2

Results of Trace Quantitative Analysis of Cu-Be Samples

Master Alloy Sample  No.·  5
Cu+26.08 at.% Be Cu+13 at.% Be

Impurity Centent Impurity Centent.
(ppm) (ppm)

Na 0.5 Na            40

Al 0.4                 Mg            12

Si 3.5 Al 1

P           2                   Si             6.

Cl          3.7                 K              1

Ca 0.5 Ca             3

V 002 Fe           1

Cr 0.1 Ni 0.2

Fe 1.5                 Ag             3

Ni 0.2                 Pb             0.2

U           0.3
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The nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) sample is 200 mesh powdered
*

beryllium-copper which has been filed from the ingot.  Te eliminate the

strain introduced due te cold work (filing), it is necessary to anneal the

pewder at 8450C for few hours; then it is again quenched to reom temperature.

While annealing at such a high temperature the powder particles tend to sinter

together and ferm a larger size mass.  In order te assure that the radio

frequency·field will penetrate as much of the sample volume as possible, the

sample pewder particle size has to be cemparable to the skin depth of the

sample material at the chosen radio frequency. Therefore, in the heat

treatment· precess the sample powder is mixed with beryllium exide, ·a fine

stable ceramic powder.  The ceramic particles prevent the sintering ef the

sample particles and' also reduce the possible reactien between the beryllium-

copper and the quartz tubing.

Once the mixture ef the ceramic and the sample powders is sealed

inside the quartz tubing, it is used for the entire experiment witheut again

opening the sample to the air.  This way the geemetrical cenfiguration of the

sample remains  the same during the whole measurement.     This,  is  important

particularly in the. peak-te-peak intensity measurement ·of the nuclear signal

during the alloy aging precess.

The sample used in field-ion-micrescopy study is also made from the

above ingot.  Wires of square cross-section, 0.040 in. x. 0.040 in., are spark

cut frem the inget and then are swaged down te 0.019 in. in diameter.  These

wires are solution heat treated at 845'C by sealing them inside evacuated

quartz tubing (at 1110-6 Terr).   They are quenched to.reem temperature after

being held at the high temperature for a couple of hours; then they are

drawn again down to 0.013 in..  Going through the complete solution heat
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treatment cycle ence mere, those 0.013 in. diameter wires are aged at 2800C

fer 12 heurs.  In order te retain the twe phases stable at 2800C these wires

again are quenched to room temperature.

C.  The NMR Intensity Measurement of Cu63

All the measurements are carried out at roem temperature except that

of the Knight shift.  The filed NMR sample pewders are selected by passing

them through a 200 mesh siu#e,4%,Uint openings) se that the smallest dimensions

are less than the skin depth.  Each sample weighs 2.256 grams and is mixed

with beryllia powder to bring its volume up to 2 cubic centimeters; the powder

mixture is then sealed inside an evacuated quartz tube,
4

The cencentration ef beryllium ranges frem 0.98 at.% to 13.at.%.

At 8450( all five samples are in the. solid solution state.

In erder to use the empirical "all-er-nething" model in our analysis (20)

it is necessary first to determine the expenent n (see Equation 32).  The se-

called wipe-eut-number n is feund as fellows:  a) heat treat all the samples

at 845'C, se that they are in the random solid solution state, b) measure the

magnetic resonance intensities ef each, and c) plot ln(Ii/I  ) vs. ln(1-C),CU

where Ii, Icu are NMR copper intensities ef alley i and pure copper for the
'

same weight of cepper; n is just the slepe ef this curve.

The cepper NMR intensities as function of aging time at a given aging

temperature are observed at twe different temperatures fer the 13at.% Be

sample.  The sample is aged progressively.. and is immediately quenched to room

temperature at the end of an intermediate aging treatment. _ilithe total aging

time is taken te be the sum ef all aging treatments prior te that NMR measure-

ment.  The aging curve for 280'C levels eff at total time ef about 1,000
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minutes* further aging does not cause any change in intensity up to 1·,000

hours.

63
Two Cu resonance lines are observed during the aging process and

both intensities increase with aging time.  With an rf frequency of 10 MHz

these twe lines  are net completely separated. Figure 5 illustrates   the  NMR

resolution at 10 MHz. It is necessary to prove that the precipitated pha e

is responsible for the smaller NMR resonance.  To do this the same sample is

observed at 65.87 MHz, the polarization field is about six times stronger.

Due te the fact that the absolute Knight shift is linearly dependent on the

static field, these two NMR lines will move farther apart if they represent

the cepper nuclei in each of the twe phases;..· namely, the 1 at.% Be selid

solution (a-phase) and 48 at.% Be CsCl ordered phase (y).  It is clear from

Equations (29) and (30) that the quadrupole shifts have different field de-

fEndenct. The first order quadrupole shift is independent of the static field

while the second order quadrupole shift is inversely dependent on the static

field.  Frem the field dependence it is straightforward  to verify the source

of the  smaller copper signal.  In additien pure CuBe has been made and the

63
CU resonance from·it found to ceincide in Knight shift with that of the

smaller peak we observe.

A superconducting magnet was empleyed to preduce the high field-. :,A

complete descriptien ef this high field spectrometer is given in Dr. David

(35)Le's thesis.

It is found that even though the Cu signals from these twe phases63
.

overlap somewhat at 10 MHz, the peak-to-peak intensity·of the absorption

derivative of the a-phase is not affected by the presence of the nearby

smaller signal from the erdered y-phase.
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Figure 5

NMR Reselution at 10 MHz.
Standard Calibrater Signals
Are also Present
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CHAPTER IV

NMR EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND BISCUSSION

We first solution heat treat all five pewder samples sealed in.their

capsules in an air furnace at 845+50(.  After six hours the sample contain-

ing 0.98 at.% Be is removed from the furnace and quickly quenched into water

at room temperature, the other four samples being left inside the furnace.

The freshly quenched alloy is then placed in the probe and the standard signal

is adjusted such that its size is apprepriate for all samples.

The measurement begins with recerding the standard calibration signal

63at a lower field than that of Cu  , then starting the scanning motor and

63scanning the field across the Cu sign-ar. Finally the standard signal is
63

recerded again with the field' higher than that of Cu . Figure 5 is a

typical recorded trace.  The measured quantities,  the average of standard

signal amplitudes, I . the peak-to-peak intensity of the absorption
std'

derivative, I' . ahd other related quantities, are listed in Table  3.     The
CU'

wipe-out-number n is determined from the slope of a plot of ln(Icu(C)) VS.

ln(1-C) shown in Fig. 6.

It sheuld be noted that the quantity I  (C) of Table 3 and Fig. 6CU

is not the peak-te-peak amplitude measured frem chart paper; rather it is

standardized to a given weight of copper and takes I as the unit 0f
std

intensity.  The wipe-out-number is found to be 18tl for the central transi-

tien.  Having determined this number ene can apply the medel developed in

Chapter II Section B te examine the aging process of this alloy system via

NMR measurement.
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Table 3

Data of NMR Measurements on Solution Heat Treated Alloys

+           Atomic Atomic Weight Weight ICu =
Fraction Fractien Fraction Fraction
of Be of Cu    of Be of Cu   I     I'        I'        ln(1-C) ln(I  )

std ·CU CU CU
Wt Wto.

C (1-C) Cwt' (1-C  ') (in.·) (in.) I x(1-C   )
std -

0        1.00     0 1.00 9.21*               2.22*

.0098 .9902 .0014 .9986 1.02 7.98 7.83 -0.0099 . 2.059

.0180 .9820 .0026 .9974 1.08 6.81 6.32 -0.0182 1.844

.0690 .9310 .0104 .9896 2.25 5.76 2.59 -0.0715 0.953

.1005 .8995 .0156 .9844 3.93 5.13 1.33 -0.1059 0.283

.1303 .8697 .0208 .9792 4.05 2.87 0.72 -0.1396 -0.322

* Value ebtained by extrapelation (see Fig. 6).

The sample with 13 at.% Be in Cu is solution treated at 8450C just

before starting to observe its aging process; then it is aged at 280'C in

30 minute intervals.  The aging data presented as the Cu intensity at time t,

I dre given in Table  4  and is plotted  in  Fig..   7. The results of similar
t'

treatment at 3500C am given in Table 5 and Fig. 8. From these two aging

curves, it is noticed that the completion of precipitation is indicated by

the censtant maximum NMR intensity. The latter is first attained in about

400 minutes for 280'C aging, and in approximately 200 minutes for 3500€

aging.
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Figure 6

ln(I  (C)) vs. ln(1-C) PlotCU

.
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Table 4

Aging Data of Cu+13 at.% Be at 2800(

t'                      I                         I'                     I    =T'/T
std CU

t    -CgI -std

(Min.) (in.) (in.)

0 3.77 2.18 0.578

30 3.89 2.88 0.740

60 4.33 3.63 0.837

90 4.18 4.35 1.04

120 4.18 4.93 1.18

150 4.10 6.28 1.53

180 2.33 4.35 1.87

210 2.36 5.19 2.20

240 2.48 6.33 2.55

270 1.61 4.31       '   2.68

300 1.58 4.51 2.86

360 1.59 4.90 3.09

420 1.56 4.97 3.18

540 1.57 5.04 3.22

989 1.61 5.05 3.18
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Figure 7

Aging Curve of Cu+13 at.% Be at 280'C
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Table 5
.

Aging Data of Cu+13 at.% Be at 350'C

t          I            I'        I  - I'  I
std CU t Cu std

(Min.) (in.) (in.)

0 3.77 2.18 0.578

5 4.38 3.45 0.79

10 4.31 4.27 0.99

20 4.29 6.12 , 1.43

40 2.47 5.45 2.21

90 2.45 6.62 2.70

470 2.50 7.18 2.87

1131 2.54 7.54 2.97

During the course of aging, It is directly related to WQ(t) as

stated in Equation (37).  At a given time t the weight fraction trans-

formed of a-phase u(t) is determined using Equation  (38) .   u(t)  as

function  of   time  has been' calculated  at twe different temperatures,

2800 and 3500(.  These results are listed in Tables 6 and 7 and plotted.

in Figs. 9 and 10.  Frem Equation (39) we have

ln (ff) = k(u) - Q(U)U=U (47)at B=,il U=U           11
RT

where  k(ul)   is  a  constant .
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Figure 8

Aging Curve of Cu+13 at.% Be at 350'C

./
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Table 6

. u(t), the Weight Fraction Transformed of a-Phase,
ae a Function of Aging Time, t,
At Aging Temperature T=2800C

.

t                                 It-I(0.13)
(Min.,) It-ICu(0.13)

U E
I--I(0.13)

0                         0                                        0
30 0.19 0.062
60 0.30 0.100
90 0.53 0.178

120 0.69 0.231
150 1.09 0.366
180 1.48 0.497
210 1.87 0.623
240 2.27 0.758
270 2.42 0.808
300 2.62 0.877
360 2.88 0.965
420 2.99                1
540 3.04 1.02
989 2.99                1

Table 7

u(t), the Weight Fraction Transformed of a-Phase,
as a'Function of Aging Time6 t,
at Aging Temperature T=350'C

t                     It-I(0.13)
U=

(Min.) - I--I(0.13)

0                      0
5                   0.089
10                   0.172

-                               20                    0.352
40                    0.682
90                    0.887

470 0.958
1131 le0
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.

Figure 9

Weight Fraction of a-Phase as Function of Time, at 2800C
.

.
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Figure 10

Weight Fraction of a-Phase as Function of Time, at 350'C

'
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If   we   choose   ul=&,   it   is   found   from  Fig.    9 that ln(3u/3t)     =U=U
1

-9.309, at T=2800(, and k(4) can be determined by using an accepted value

ef the activation energy  Q  for the diffusion ef beryllium in copper,937

(36),(37)
kcal/mole.

37K103
k(4) = -9.31 + = -9.31+33.62=24.31

1.99x553

As a check of self-consistency we can 4etermine Q by using this k(&)

and the slope of u vs. t curve at T=350'C, still with ul fixed at 0.5; thus,

frem Fig. 10,

Q = Rx623x 24.31-ln(2.69x10-4)] = 40.3x103 cal/mole

The difference between these two values of Q is within 10 per cent, indicat-

ing that our approach is consistent with the belief that the precipitation

of beryllium in copper is mainly diffusion controlled.

If we assume that the alley system has reached its equilibrium state
'.

we can use the model develeped in Chapter II Section B te determine the

extent to which the beryllium selubility as determined by the NMR technique

is  in  agreement' with. earlier published phase diagrams.

Using Equation (46)4 and the values
Cm=e.13,·CY=0.48,

valid belew

the eutectoid temperature, measured intensities can be interpreted directly

in   terms   o f the a-phase   Be   concentration   Ca.      Thus

19                  19
I-(T)  (CY-Cm)  (1-C ) (1-Ca =               a    = 4.934 (48)

19
I

(1-Cm) (C -C ) (0.48-Ca)sht Y a
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The assumption implicit here, emphasized below Equatien (46), is that the

two-phase alloy consists of a simple mixture· ef depleted (final, equilibrium)

a and y.  Using a Cu+13 at.% Be sample we determine the solvus line simply

by  solving  for  Ca in Equation (48). Experimental data aregiven in Table  8.

The selvus line determined as described above is compared with the published

ene in Fig. 2,

The beryllium concentration of the solvus line found using NMR

deviates substantially from the published values; the lower the aging

temperature is, the larger is the deviation  (see Fig.  2). It, appears that

the temperature ef aging affects in some extraneeus way the concentration

as determined by the NMR method.  We assume that the published solvus line

is the correct one.  One patential source of interpretational error is that

NMR intensity may be influenced by effects other than cencentratien alone.

It is·known, for example, that work hardening (lattice deformation) will

decrease the intensity in seme instances.  We may be confrented here with an
:

extreme case of such an effect causing a diminished central line intensity

because ef the strains present in the dispersion hardened material.  To

verify this hypothesis we require infermation about the precipitate size,

shape and distributien.

An experiment designed. primarily te check the basic assumptions lead-

ing te Equation (48) has been conducted by R. S. Shalvey. In that(38)

instance a copper rich cepper-silver binary alley knewn te be free ef very

small scale precipitates of the type formed in copper-beryllium.alleys was
.

chosen fer investigation. In outline the. experiment followed the lines of the

present one:   a 4.8 at.% Ag alloy was equilibrated at 400, 500, and 6000C.
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Table 8

Beryllium Concentration in Equilibrium a-Phase

(A)  Derived from NMR Intensity Measurements .
Net Including Particle Size Effects

...

(B)  Frem Published Phase Diagram
(21)

Beryllium Cencentration in
Equilibrium a-phase

(at.% Be)

Ag ing    T ime Aging T
'  Present Work Published Beviation(fo

(ec) (NMR) (at.% Be)

hr min
16  29 280 3.70 1.25 2.45

·20 350 4.00 2.00 2.00hr

12hr 420 4.40 3.40 1.00

hr min
1.256 35 500 7.85 6.60

hr  min13 10 550 8.95 8.40 0.55

Nd time dependence data were taken.  The measured intensities in that case

0beyed Equatien  (44) ,  and thus Equation  (48) , exactly.    It was cencluded

that Equatien (44) "ceuld be relied upon te cerrectly acceunt fer the

resonance intensity in·a two-phase system when it is known that the second

(precipitate) phase is present only as large, incoherent precipitate

particles."
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A high field NMR measurement was also made on the same sample, i.e.,
-

Cu+13  at. %  Be. The sample was mounted  in a· probe especially designed  for  66

MHz radio frequency observation.  The probe and sample were then cooled down

to liquid helium temperature (4-.20K).  With the temperature of the sample

63stablized at 4.2'K: and after locating the Cu   signals within the sweep

range, the superconducting magnet was set into the persistent mode.  A single

63sweep ef 100 gauss covers beth Cu· resenances, one frem the 1 at.% Be

a-phase, one from the 48 at.% Be y precipitate phase (see Fig. 11).  The

65                           ·                             63
CU resonance was also observed en the low field side of Cu far away frem

the portion of the NMR spectrum in which we are interested.

The calibration of the scanning field was obtained by recording the

63
CU resenance at constant static field H  and at three different radie

0

frequencies, namely 65.790, 65.800 and 65.810 MHz.  From the calibration we

can measure the Knight shift of the Cu resonance belonging to the two63

different phases.  The relative shift between pure Cu and Cu+1 at.% Be is
.

63knewn  to be negligibly small,   thus the relative shift·  ef   the Cu resenance

in CuBe (rphase) with respect to that of pure cepper is

Av = 70X103 Hz = 0.11% (49)V           A
65.87%10- Hz

which corresponds to a Knight shift K =0.13%.
CuBe

The Knight shift for CuZn was measured by G. W. West and found te(23)·

be 0.15%.  The CuZn alley system is introduced here because beth Zn and Be
.

are in Group II of tHe periodic table, having two s-electrons in the eutermest

shell; in additien CuZn and CuBe have the same crystal structure, i.e., CsCl,

with lattice parameters  ef  2.95  1. and  2.70 A respectively. Equation  (27)
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Figure 11

63
CU NMR Spectrum of Cu+13 at.% Be, Two Phase System. L
Precipitation Completed at 2800C.  Data Taken at 66 MHz
and 4.20K.  (Tracing of 0riginal)

,'
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describes the relevant cempenent of the Knight shift; it measures the magnetic

hyperfine field at the nucleus preduced by the conductien electrons which are

pelarized in a magnetic field.  This mechanism suggests that the Knight shift

of the above two alley systems should be similar, as indeed they ara and that

the small difference might be related to the difference in the unit cell

velume fer the two structures.

There is no simple theory that enables us to estimate the volume

dependence of the Knight shifts in these compeunds.  It is reasonably well

understeed in some of the alkali metals, but fer cepper the best available(39)

information is the measured pressure dependence ef the pure metal, which, when

converted to velume dependence through use of the compressibility, gives (39)

0 7t0.3
K(V) = K  (V/V0) -CU

If the same volume dependence  were  to  held  for  the  Cu  in  the CsCl structure

we. weuld expect the ratio  ef the Knight shifts  in  CuZn  and  CuBe· te be equal
'

to (V    /V    )0'7 = 1.310'7 = 1.21.  The measured value is K    /K     =CuZn CuBe CuZn CuBe

1.15.  The free electron medel (which does not explain the pure Cu data)

predicts a ratie ef (V /V    )-1/3 = 0.91.  It is notable. that theCuZn CuBe

Knight shifts in these twe intermetallic.cempeunds are a) nearly equal, and

that b) the small difference can be ascribed to a volume effect.consistent

with that in pure Cu.

D
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CHAPTER V

FIELD ION MICROSCOPY (FIM)-

A.  Pelishing of the Specimen Tip

./ The general precedure fellewed in preparing the tip was as follows.

The 0.013 inch diameter wire is spot-welded onto a U-shaped tungsten loop.

At this stage it has already undergone heat treatment te bring abeut the

extent of precipitation we desire to observe in the field-ion microscope.

It is then electrepelished in erthe-phesphoric acid (H3PO4) saturated with

chromic acid (Cr03), the polishing voltage being 2-10V DC and the polishing

temperature around 80'C.  Immediately after being polished the tip has to be

thoroughly cleaned, first in water and then in absolute ethyl alcohol.  Any

residual selvent· ceuld react with the tip material during bakeeut of the

vacuum system and increase the chance ef failure.  Figure 12 shows pictures.

ef twe sample tips pelished as described abeve and 0bserved in a scanning

electren microscope with a magnificatien of 30,000X; from these pictures the
,.

radii of these tips are estimated to be 500% and 300%.

B.  Principle of Imaging

-8
The micrescepe chamber is pumped dewn te a vacuum better than 3X10

Terr, then the imaging gas (or, gas mixture) is leaked in up to a pressure ef

-5
2 te 3X10 Torr.  Some ef the gas atoms are ionized near the tip surface and

the  iens  are prej ected almest radially teward the greunded input  face  of  a

channel plate.  The incoming ions generate a number ef electrens which, being

accelerated'by the potential difference between the input and eutput faces of

the channel plate, go through a multiplication process which greatly increases

the number ef electrons.  After emerging from the channel plate these elec-

trons are accelerated by an electric field toward a fluerescent screen.
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Figure 12

Cu+13 at.% Be Sample Tips Observed in a
Scanning Electren Microscepe (30,000X)

..l
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The image fermed en the fluerescent screen is thus due te secondary electrons

' rather than imaging gas ions.  Ions leave the points ef highest field which

correlate with the most pretruding atoms on the tip surface to produce spots

.,           ef highest intensity in the image. Every bright image spet corresponds to a

preminent site on the tip surface,

It is reasonable to approximate the field-ion image as a stereo-

graphic prejection of the surface field modulations.  Since the specimen tip

is not an exact hemispherical cap, the field-ion image will generally not

coincide exactly· with a standard crystallegraphic proj ection. The erder  ef

magnitude of the magnification is given by M=R/Brt' where R is the tip-te-

screen distance, and B represents an image compression factor which takes

into account the fact that the emitter is supported by a relatively extended

structure at· the same potential and is net a freely suspended sphere previding

exactly radially symmetric geemetry.  The value ef B is usually between 1.5

and 1.8. rt is the radius of the specimen tip.
(40)

The resolution ef the image depends principally en the size of the

image gas atem and its lateral velocity.  The ienization of the gas atoms

occurs after they accommodate te the tip temperature through a number ef hops

ever the tip surface.  Therefore, the resolution is sensitively dependent on

tip temperature.  The best reselutien is obtained by werking with the smallest

possible tip radius, rt' by reducing the thermal equivalent temperature of the

image gas at the instant of.ionization, Tt' and by imaging with a gas with

the highest ionization field  F   and the smallest atemic radius  p.     (Sihis

appreximately equal to p.) All these dependences are easily seen from the

(40)
following fermula given by Muller and Tseng,
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22  2
Brli L B r kT

6=     6    + G (.             t         ) .2    +1 6  C             t         t  
4

(50)
0

2Kemfo KeF
0

where 6 is the resolution defined as broadening of the ion beam divided by

-          the magnification, 4 is Planck's constant divided by 2A, K is a geometrical

factor, m is the atemic mass ef image gas particle and k is Boltzmann's

constant.  These conditions make helium the best choice at 4'K; for sample

materials with low ionization potentials,.neon at 21'K,  H2  or  H  at 11'K

are the best possibilities.  The image gas atomic radii used in FIM are

1.11 for He, 1.3% for Ne and 1.9% for Ar while the radii of H and H2 molecules

were assumed to be 1.4A. (40)

C.  Field Ionization

The metien of the imaging gas particles is governed by kinetic theery

when they are far away from the specimen tip; close te the tip, the, rate of

supply of the incoming gas atoms is greatly increased due to. the force result-

ing from the polarization of the gas atoms which in turn is induced by the

applied field.  The attracted atom will strike the specimen surface atom and

rebound.  If we assume during the striking most of its kinetic energy is lost

to the lattice, then the amplitude of the subsequent rebounds is continuously

decreasing.  Consequently the  time interval spent by a gas atom in the

ionization zone near the tip surface is increased.  The atom is close to the

tip surface and is well accommodated to the tip temperature before being

ionized by losing an electron during the ionization process.  The critical

distance x  fer field-ionization is a distance at which the atem has an
C

optimum ionization probability.  This distance, to a good approximation, (41)

has a simple form
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xc = (I-$)/eF (51)

where I is the ionization energy of the gas atom and $ is the work function

of the tip material.  Fer a tungsten tip and having helium as imaging gas with

F-4.4V/A,.xc is around 4.5%.

(42)R. Gemer used the WKB (Wentzel-Kramer-Brillouin) appreximation

to estimate the probability of tunnelling through a potential barrier of the

shape indicated in Figure 13, finding

.3/2 1/2
B    =    exp [-0 .68   ·&F-    (1   -    7. 6F           ) 'tl (52)

where I is in eV and F in V/A.

The lifetime of the gas atom before ionization eccurs is

T =1 (53)DV

where v is the frequency with which the electron inside the atom strikes the

16 -1 16    -1
barrier.  For hydrogen, v = 4.1X10 sec  , for helium, v = 2.4X10 sec

16    -1
and for argon, v = 1.5X10 sec . 

The ionization prebability ef a gas atom traveling with velocity v

frem point x1 te x2 near the surface is

X2   dxP (t)  =1-  exp I- C                  ]                                              (54)
J  xl v·(x) T (x)

When the atem travels with a large acceleratien produced by the

dipole attraction due to the polarization of the atom in a high electro-

static  f ield  ef the order  of  108  V/cm,   the time interval, the atom needb

pass through the ionization zone is se small  it  in turn makes the P(t)

exceedingly small.  However, the ionization probability is increased due te
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Figure 13

(a)  Potential-Energy Diagram for the ls Electron ef an H Atem in a Field of
2 V/A.  Broken Lines Show the Coulomb Potential in the Absence of an
External Field.

(b)  Same Atom at a Distance ef 5.51 from a Tungsten Surface:  U, Fermi
Energy; 4, Work Function; PM, Atom Potential; PW, Superposition of
Applied and Pseudoimage Potential (42)
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the gas atems spending more time in the high field region during the

sequential hopping mentioned above.

The width of the ienizatien zene was determined by Tseng and

4          Muller(43  to be 0.136% using a retarding potential energy analyser.  Later

Boudreaux and Cutler applied time-dependent perturbation theory to(44),(45)

both one and three dimensional models of the field ionization process,  Their

result is in good agreement with the above value.  They also found that the

probability ef ienization during a single pass through the ienization zone is

9
of the order of 10

To summarize, the field-ion current from the tip is governed by the

product of the local ionization probability and the supply of gas atoms.  At

relatively low field the ien current is limited by the ienization prebability.

At very high field all particles approaching the tip beceme ionized before

reaching it; i.e., the ionization probability is one, so that the ion

current is governed by the supply ef the gas atems.

D.  Field Evaperation

The eutermost surface layer atoms together with any surface contamina-

tien can be further stripped off by the high applied electric field.  The

field·evaporation can be thought of as operating through the following steps.

The atoms sitting on a lattice step will be preferentially evaporated off.

A neutral atom leaves the tip surface, a process requiring the sublimation

energy A.  In general it is assumed for simplicity that this energy does(46)

not depend on the crystallographic orientation of the tip surface.  This

atom is then ionized by absorbing its ionization energy I.. Finally the

electron goes back into the metal that gains an energy equal to the werk
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function $ of the crystal plane under consideration.  Thus the total energy
*

Q0 required to turn a surface atom into an ion is

(20=A+In-nt (55)
.,

where n is the number ef electronic charges of the ion.  If we assume the

ionization is completed at a position sufficiently far from the tip surface

se we can neglect the repulsive ferce between ion ceres, then the ion sees

the petential

22
VI (x)   =   -(nepx  + 8-e) (56)4x

where F is the electric field above the site of ionization and x is the

distance between the ion and the tip surface.  The effective potential V (x)

is pletted in Fig. 14.  The maximum value ef VI(x) located at x is feundmax

by differentiating Equatien (56)

.. 33  5                                   (57)
VI(xmax) = -(n e F)

This  maximum  is the so-called "Shettky  hump,"  and the energy barrier which

must be everceme.by thermal activatien is then

Q = Q° -(n3e3F)4                                      (58)

The rate constant of the field evaporation is

ke = v
exp(-Q/kT) (59)

where v is the vibrational frequency of the atom bound at the tip surface.

Cembining Equations (55), (58) and (59) gives the evaporation field
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*

Figure 14

(a)  Schematic Diagram of the Form of the Potential
Energy Curves when Field Evaperation Is
Preceded by Ienization

(b)  Schematic Diagram of the Form of the Potential

Energy Curves when Ionization 0ccurs at the
Moment of Field Evaporation(52)

..
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-3 -3
Fe =n  e -(A+In-nt-kTln(v/ke))2 (60)

This is the so-called image force method in which we have assumed the

22ionized atom experiences the binding due to image force potential V=-n e /4x,
.

together with that due.to the applied field, as described in Equation 66).

Gemer,(47) Gomer and Swanson(48),(49) (50)and Brandon have proposed a

different mechanism te describe the field evap0rati0n pr0cess wherein they

censidered the pessibility that the ionic petential curve intersects the

petential curve of the atom at a distance xc from the tip surface at which

the field evaporation occurs.  They concluded by saying that the field

evaporation process involves three steps: (a) thermal activation te higher

vibrational level, (b) electronic transition and (c) atomic er ionic

tunnelling. At high temperature, however, part (c) is negligible com-(51)

pared to the vibrational excitation.  Thus the.rate constant of the field

evaperatien is suggested te be:  at high temperature

..

ke  =  v  exp (-Qn/kT) (61)

and at low temperature

3/2
ke  =  v  exp (-aQn ) (62)

where

,  33    4
Qn =A+I n-n t- (n e F)  + neFxe (63)

.

and xe is the equilibrium distance ef the ion frem the metal surface in the

presence ef the  applied field, and  a  is the coefficient of the tunnelling

probability.
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E.  The Microscepe

The field-ien microscepe employed in this work is ene designed by the

author and constructed at this University with the exception of the sample

chamber which is the same one Dr. H. C. Teng used in his thesis werk here.

This chamber contains two jackets, one for vacuum, one for liquid nitrogen.

This microscope has been modified once during the observation period.  In

our early work the microscope was equipped with a Veeco pumping station

(Medel VS-9) consisting of a 5 cubic feet per minute mechanical pump, a 58

liter per second diffusion pump and a liquid nitrogen cold trap.  The best

8vacuum this microscope could achieve was in the high 10-  Torr range with the

celd finger filled with liquid helium and the liquid nitregen jacket ef the

sample chamber filled with liquid nitregen.  0bservations were made under

dynamic conditions;   i. e., the image  gas  (or gas mixture) was continueusly

leaked inte the sample chamber but the pumping speed was reduced by partially

clesing the valve so that the gas pressure inside the chamber was maintained
-

at the selected value, usually about one te three micrens.  The gas leaking

was dene using a Granville Phillips variable leak valve and Granville Phillips

type C valve, the gas pressure was measured by a Veece RG-75K ionizatien gauge

and Veece RG-31X power supply.  Since the same·ionization gauge was used to

read the pressure ef different gases, it was necessary te multiply the current

(53)
reading by a correctien facter

· which is different for each gas.  The

micrescepe  at this stage  was  not a bakeable ene;t however, the sample chamber

was heated up by a heat gun fer about thirty minutes.

After a few 0bservations it was found that an imaging gas with a lewer

ienizatien petential was required in order to make the image more cemplete and

stable eneugh to allow sharp photegraphs te be made.  Incempleteness in imaging
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was theught te be caused by impurity gases present in the system.  The
.

microscope was therefore modified with particular attention to these two

points.

..1 The micrescepe after the medificatien will be described in detail in

the fellowing paragraphs  since this is the field-ion microscepe which pre-

duces useful pictures.

The arrangement of the entire microscope is sketched. in Figures 15

and 16.  The Veece pumping station now is used as a reughing unit,  After the

vacuum has reached the low 10-5 Torr region the sample chamber is isolated

frem the Veece pumping station by clesing the Varian   16 inch bakeable valve.

A titanium sublimation pump and an eight liter per second VacIen pump

controlled by a Varian ion pump control (Model 921-0011) are employed for

further pumping.

F.  The Image Intensifier

.

It is impessible te recerd the very weak neon image of beryllium-
I.

cepper unless an image intensifier is employed.  In this work a 2 inch

channel plate (Channeltren Electron Multiplier Array, CEMA) frem Bendix

Corporation was used te intensify the neon image by the following mechanism.

Pesitive iens preduced by field ienizatien are accelerated teward the

input face of the channel plate.  Upon entering a channel the ien strikes the

wall and produces secondary electrons.  These electrons are accelerated by the

petential difference between the input and output faces and. strike the walls

repeatedly, producing more and more electrons.  This process continues until

the electrens emerge from the eutput face where they are accelerated toward

the fluerescent screen by the potential difference between the output face and

the screen.  The gain in image intensity is about 103.  Figure 17 shows the
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.

Figure 15

Field-Ion Micrescepe. (Front View)

A.  Tip Voltage Feed-Threugh
B.  Titanium Sublimation Pump
C.  Varian 15 Inch Right Angle Bakeable Valves
D.  Channel Plate Voltage Feed-Threughs

E.  Tektrenix Inc., Type C-12 (fl.9) Camera
F.  Mirrer
G.  Veece RG-75K Ionization.Gauge

.
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4

Figure 16

Field-Ion Microscope Including Image Gas
Handling System. (Side View)

A.  Granville Phillips Type-C Valves
B.  Granville Phillips Variable Leak Valves
C.  VacIon Pump, 8 liter/sec.

:

D.  Image Gas Bottles
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Figure 17

Relative Positions of Channel Plate and

Fluerescent Screen with Respect
to Sample Tip

A.  Liquid Helium
B.  Cold Finger.
C.  Sample Tip Spot Welded on A U-Shaped

Tungsten Loop
D.  Electrode to Channel Plate Output Face-

+1,000 V CD with Respect to Ground
E.  Pyrex Disk Used as Insulator and Screen
F.  Electrode to Fluorescent Screen +2500

'
V DC with Respect to Ground

G.  Platinum Wire
H.  Glass Coating Outside the Platinum Wire·
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veltages applied te the channel plate and the fluerescent screen and their

connections.  The channel plate and the fluerescent screen are fixed in

position by clamping them between twe stainless steel plates.  Four legs are

..

brazed on the top plate, each leg is fastened to the inner wall of an 8 inch

flange by a sletted stainless steel screw.  The clamp actien helding the

plate and screen in place is controlled by four screws and four springs all

made of stainless steel.  All the feedthroughs are made from kovar seals and

tungsten wires coated with glass; the seals are heliarced ento stainless steel

sleeves which- are brazed onte the flange. The flange is then sandwiched

between another two flanges of the same size, one is brazed onto the sample

chamber bedy and the other serves as a meunt for a six inch diameter G. E.

viewing window glass which forms the bettem of the sample chamber.  The input

face of the channel plate is greunded; the veltage on the output face is

provided by a constant current power supply (Electronic Measurements Cempany,

Medel C638).  This veltage is varied frem 800 te 1,200 V DC, and the current

is limited to slightly more than the nermal current ef the channel plate in

order to protect frem arcing.

G.  The Fluorescent Screen

The fluerescent screen is made frem a 3 inch diameter and 3/16 inch

thick pyrex disk which is greund inte the shape shewn in Fig. 17.  Proximity

focusing of· the secendary electron image is empleyed in this work, the dis-

tance between the fluorescent screen and the eutput face ef the channel plate

.

is 0.047   inch.     The tep surface  of the pyrex  disk is coated with tin-oxide.

This surface is thoroughly cleaned with 10 per cent hydrochleric acid, then

rinsed thoroughly and dried with ethyl alcohel.  The disk is then heated in

a furnace up to 460'C and a vapor of the mixture of stannic chloride and
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antimony tri-chloride is directed ento the cleaned surface.  A tin exide layer

            is formed which is transparent yet conducts sufficiently well for.our purpose.

The plate is then allewed te furnace ceel.  Te bind the phosphor pewder

(G.E. P31) onto the tin-oxide coated surface, it is necessary to clean this

surface thoroughly again with water, acetene, 10 per cent hydrochloric acid,

water and pure ethyl alcohol in that sequence, then dry it in a stream ef dry

argen gas. The selutien used to deposit the· fluerescent pewder en the

screen is made ef 120 cubic centimeters of fresh "KASIL" (petasium silicate)

with one liter of pure water and 1 gram of G.E. P31 phospher powder (particle

size is 44 micren).

The cleaned pyrex disk is set at the bettem ef a crystallizing dish

before peuring the above phospher solution into the dish; after pouring one

waits until the powder particles settle dewn se the· selution looks clean and
.

transparent.  A little hele drilled in the bettom ef the dish is then uncerked

and the clear liquid slowly drained eut.  Finally this coated disk is baked
.

at   4000C   in   an air. furnace for. couple   ef heurs.

The electric petential nermally applied te this screen is 2,500 V BC

above ground and is provided by an NJE high veltage power supply (Model S326).

.
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CHAPTER VI

FIM EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND PROCEDURES

The field ion microscope observations have been made on pure tungsten,

pure copper and copper with 13 atomic per cent of beryllium.  After cempleting

the construction ef the microscope it was leak checked using a helium leak

detector.  Without baking the system, the highest vacuum achievable was in the

high 10-7 Terr region.  After baking for 24 hours at 150'C (the highest

temperature at which· this system could be baked) and immediately after turn-

ing   of·f the baking   oven, both the ionizat ien gauge   and the filament  of   the

titanium sublimation  pump were degassed for 10 minutes,   at  the  same  time  the

Vac Ion pump is turned en and left on until the image gas (or gas mixture) was

admitted   into the sample chamber. Under these conditions the highest vaculfm
·                                                                         8obtainable was around 3X10-  Torr.

During the sample changing process the titanium sublimation pump and

-           the VacIen pump were always isolated under a high vacuum by closing the 14

inch bakeable valve connecting them to the sample chamber.  This valve is

opened again just before the baking process is initiated.  When the sample

chamber has to be opened to the atmosphere, dry nitrogen is always used to

back fill the chamber te slightly above atmospheric pressure, thus avoiding

unnecessary contamination by the air.

0ur first observation was made on tungsten from which the following

conditions were determined for this microscope:  (1) The most suitable dis-
.

tance between sample tip and the channel plate is about 2.0 cm, (2) The

voltage  on the output  face  o f the channel plate  is  800 ·te  1,200  V  DC,

-5(3) The He image gas pressure is in the range of 3 te 5X10   Torr, (4) The

voltage on the fluorescent screen is 4fixed at 2,500 V DC. If, under all
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these conditions, the tip is cooled down to about 82'K, the helium-ion image

S

 · of tungsten shown in Fig. 18 is observed.

The most troublesome part of the field-ion microscope study of copper

with 13 at.% beryllium or pure copper is sample preparation, including tip

selection, electropolishing and field evaporation.  A few field-ien  microscepe

observations on copper and copper alloys have been made by ether workers

(16)-(18) (17)
recently. They have encountered similar difficulties.  Beyes et al.

found that multistage electropolishing and preselection by electron microscopy

reduced the incidence of premature mechanical failure during field-ion micros-

copy  from an initial 90 per cent to negligible proportions in the case of

their copper with 0.1 atomic per cent silicon.  They also found that the larger

size tip, with a radius of the order of 1,000%, will have a smoother surface,

thus reducing the failure possibility further during the field-ion microscopy.

Brenner suggested hydrogen-promoted field-evaporation at a temperature of(32)

100'K and continuing the evaporation until the final temperature was around
.,

30'K; after the gas mixture of helium +3 per cent hydrogen had been pumped out,

additional field evaporation was carried out in the neon atmosphere  just

before imaging his pure copper (neen-ion image).  The author has followed

Dr. Brenner's suggestion, but none of his trials was successful,

It is desirable te choese the smallest possible tip radius in order

to have better resolution and higher magnification.  Therefere the freshly

polished samples were always 0bserved under an optical microscope (60OX), and

only those with smooth shanks and their tips just barely resolved under the

microscepe were used in this experiment.  The prebability of ultimate success

in imaging a tip is tremendously low; it is around 20 per cent.
.
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Figure 18

A Helium Ien Image of Tungsten at Liquid Nitrogen
Temperature and 8 kV Tip Voltage, in 4.5X10-5 Torr
Helium Gas.

.
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-8
After the vacuum reaches 3X10 Torr, the tip is field evaperated at

liquid helium temperature and under 1*10-5 Terr of helium image gas pressure.

Under these conditions one is able to observe visually and control the

evaporation rate,  (It is the auther's·experience that while the tip was

going through the hydrogen promoted field-evaporation, 3X10-5 Torr helium plus

3 per cent hydrogen, there was very vague image showing on the screen, thus it

was very hard to know exactly what was the evaporation rate of the tip

material.  Often the tip fractured prematurely, even before switching to pure

neen image gas.)  Usually abeut 50 or more layers of atems are remeved in the

regions where the evaporation rate is the highest, then the imaging process is

started.  Either the pure neon-ion image or 80 per cent helium mixed with 20

per cent neon-ion image is recorded,

During the field-ion micrescepy, the tip is cooled by liquid helium

er cold helium gas frem a liquid helium dewar.  The tip temperature is con-

trelled simply by adjusting the flow rate of the dry helium gas into the

dewar through an Andonian liquid helium transfer tube (Model IV 4-0500).

The tip temperature is measured by a Speer carbon register (470Q at O'C

temperature) which was calibrated against a platinum resistance temperature

sensor (Rosemount Engineering Company, Model 137AAK).  The calibration curve

is shown in Fig. 19.  The tip voltage is provided by a 30 kV DC, 1 mA high

veltage pewer supply (Spellman Model RHR 30PN30).
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Figure 19

Temperature Calibration of a Speer Resistor (4700 at O'C)
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CHAPTER VII

FIM EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In our early work, the helium ion image of beryllium-copper at a
.

temperature near liquid helium temperature clearly shows the symmetry of its

wire axis.  One of the best recorded pictures of beryllium-copper is shown in

Fig. 20, the threefold symmetry of the (111) oriented wire axis is clearly

shown.  This observation was made under dynamic conditions as described in

Chapter V Section E.

It was found that even in·the best reselved picture there was not

much to be seen besides few poles of low Miller indices.

-8When the vacuum of 3X10 Torr became available, observations on pure

cepper and Cu+13 at.% Be alloy at various precipitation stages, namely 0%,
+

25%, 50% and fully precipitated stages, were attempted.  A pure copper tip

-4imAged at 22'K in 3.8X10   Torr Ne gas with tip voltage at 18 kV is shown in

.

Fig. 21.  The alloy at early stages of precipitation is very unstable under

high tip voltages.  The 50% precipitated state is the earliest stage which has

been successfully imaged.  The alley tips with 50 per cent precipitation

completed fractured prematurely upon increasing the tip voltage, . One was thus

forced to record the images before the whele tip was well developed by field

evaporation.  Figure 22 is a picture of such a tip just before fracture.  It

is imaged in 6X10-5 Torr He gas at about 8'K and with a tip voltage of 8.5kV.

Another tip at the same metallurgical state is imaged in 2.5X10 Torr He-5

-fgas mixed with 1.5X10 ' Torr Ne gas, and at 22'K as shown in Fig. 23, the tip

voltage is 5.7·kV.
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Figure 20

A Helium Ion Image of Fully Precipitated (2800C)
Cu+13 at.% Be at Liquid Helium Temperature and
18.8 kV Tip Voltage, in 2.1X10-3 Torr ef Helium Gas

-

4
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Figure 21

Pure Copper Tip Imaged in 3.8X10 4 Torr Neon

Gas and at 22OK, the Tip Voltage Is 17.6kV

.
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Figure 22

A Cu+13 at.% Be Tip with 50% Precipitation Completed.
Imaged in 6X10-5 Torr Helium Gas at Liquid Helium

Temperature, the Tip Voltage Is 8.5 kV
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Figure 23

A Cu+13 at.% Be Tip with 50% Precipitation Completed.
Imaged in 2.5X10-5 Torr Helium Mixed with 1.5X10-5

Torr Neon, at 22OK, the Tip Voltage Is 5.7 kV
+

.
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Figures 24 through 28 are the images of tips in the fully precipi-

tated state.  These tips, after field evaporation at 1X10-5 Torr He gas and

at 8'K, show relatively well developed tip surfaces.  It is possible for us

D
to locate the suspicious sites which are isolated from nearby areas by a

sharp dark boundary and tentatively associate these with precipitate

particles.  A small shallow void, for example, as well as the precipitate,

could cause the same effect in the field ion images, and at the present time

we are unable to differentiate one from the other.  However, as will be seen

later, this average particle size of the precipitate correlates with NMR

results very well.  Furthermore, field ion image irregularities such as those

indicated in Figures 24 through 28 were almost never observed in pure copper

(Fig. 21).

Sometimes we can see the precipitate growing and disappearing

gradually.  For example, Fig. 29 shows sequentially  the change in the

precipitate C of Fig. 28 resulting from successive field evaporations.  The

local radius of curvature r at the tip surface where we find the precipitate

can be estimated as follows.  The Miller indices are found for each pole on

the field ion image pattern (see Fig. 30).  It is clear that the precipitate

particle in Fig. 29 is located nearby poles (101) and (3I3); there are

seven (101) net planes between these two poles each with step height s then

7S
r = 1-cOs Y

(64)

where y=13'16' is the angular distance between the above two poles and s in

this case is

a a
s  =  2 (h*+k2+12)6  = '242
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Figure 24

A.  A Completely Precipitated Cu+13 at.% Be Tip,
After Field Evaporation in 1X10-5 Torr Helium
Mixed with 1X10-5 Torr Neon at 220K.  Imaged
in the Same Conditions.  Its Tip Voltage Is
14 kV

B.  Selected Area Enlarged.  Arrows Point at a
Precipitate Particle.

4
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Figure 25

A.  A Completely Precipitated Cu+13 at.% Be Tip
After Field Evaporation in 1X10-5 Torr Helium

Gas at Liquid Helium Temperature.  Imaged in
1.5X10-5 Torr Helium Mixed with 1.25X10-5 Torr
Neon Gas and at 22OK, the Tip Voltage Is 11.5 kV

.

B.  Selected Area Enlarged.  Arrows Point at a
Precipitate Particle.

'/
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Figure 26

A.  A Completely Precipitated Cu+13 at.% Be Tip
After Field Evaporation in 1X10-5 Torr Helium

Gas at Liquid Helium Temperature.  Imaged in
3.8X10-4 Torr Neon Gas at 220K, the Tip Voltage
is 23.8 kV

L

B.  Selected Area Enlarged.  Arrows Point at
Precipitate Particle.

.

*
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Figure 27

A.  Same Tip as in Fig. 26 and Under Same
Conditions, but Tip Voltage Is 27 kV

B.  Selected Area Enlarged.  Arrows Point at
Precipitate Particle.

.
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Figure 28

A.  Same Tip as in Fig. 26 and Under Same
Conditions, but Tip Voltage Is 28 kV

B.  Selected Area Enlarged.  Arrows Point at
Precipitate Particles.

.
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Figure 29

Sequential Change of the Precipitate (C) of Fig. 28 Resulting
from Successive Field Evaporations.

.
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Figure 30

Indexed Crystal Planes in the Same Sample Tip as in Fig. 26

.

/
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Since the (fcc) lattice parameter of. the remaining matrix (copper and

1.3 at.% Be) is 3.610A, we find r to be 3351.  The distance between sample

tip and the channel. plate input face is R=2.0 cm; we then get the. local magni-

« fication to be

2.Ox10         58
M= = 4x10

1.5x335

Knewing the image   te   ebj ect ratio   for the camera   is   1:1   and   the

magnification we can measure the precipitate size frem the original phete-

graphs and find the actual size.

Frem the area and depth measurements the average particle size is

feund to be 2.4X104(1)3.  If, for simplicity, we assume that the precipitate

is  cubic in shape,   then  its  side  is  28.9,t  in length. Copper atems  up  te

...          the second nearest neighbor ef the precipitate will not contribute te the NMR

intensity.  The second nearest neighbor is at a distance 3.61% in the

rAmAining a-phase (fcc, Cu+1.25 at.% Be); therefere the shell ef thickness

approximately 3.61& immediately next  te the precipitate sheuld be excluded

when calculating the NMR intensity.  The shell velume is found to. be

1.03X104(A) 3.  Converting it into atomic ratio we have

Ne. atoms in shell
= 4x [(1.03x104)/3.6133  = 0.4No. atems in particle

2x[(2.4x1O4)/2.703]

Again from the phase diagram, the atomic fraction ef the alloy in the

remaining a-phase

48 - 13     35
48-1.25  = 46.75
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and the atomic fraction ef the alley in y-phase

13-1.25 11.75
48-1.25 - 46.75

The atemic fraction of the equilibrium a-phase which does not centri-

bute to the measured NMR intensity is

11 750 4( ' )46.75
=  0.134 = 13.4%

35
C46.75)

Thus I , which is directly proportional to the number of copper

atoms contributing te the NMR intensity, in Equation (44) has to be reduced

by 13.4 per cent before Ca can be determined.  Accordingly the Ca at 2800C

is found to be 2.97 at.% Be.  We can clearly see that when the interface
*.

volume is considered, its effect en the beryllium selubility in copper is

quite important. ,The effect alene moves the selubility frem 3.7 at.% te

-3
2.97 at.% Be, and its accepted value is 1.25 at.% Be at a temperature

T=2800C.

When a second phase particle  rich in solute  is very small.„ and  is

immersed in an a selid selution ef lew solute concentratien, there may be a

marked concentration deviation from the equilibrium bulk solute solubility in

-                                                            (22)a.  This is expressed in the Thomson-Freundlich equation. We want to

determine the plausibility ef suggesting that the remaining discrepancy

between our value of Ca and the accepted value is a particle size effect.
Y

The Thomson-Freundlich equation takes the form·

)
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Ica
exp(2(VY/rRT) (65)

Be(sato)Jr

[CBe (Sat• )1 =

where  the  C's are beryllium concentrations   of' a i n equilibrium with y-phase
-1

particles with radius ef curvature r. and - respectively.  VY is the molar

volume of y-phase, a is the surface energy between the precipitate particle

and a-solid solution.

We know (Ca )  is 2.97 at.% Be as determined abeve, theBe(sat.) r

accepted (C e(sat.)). is 1.25 at.% Be, and. fer internal c6nsistency we use

r=17.4%. (This cerresponds  te the velume used previeusly in .estimating  the

excluded volume.)  At T=280'C we find a = 577 ergs/cm2 frem Equation. (65).

This value falls reasenably well· within the range of known surface

(22)
energies, and we cenclude that it is.possible te rationalize the differ-

ence between eur estimated concentration. and the accepted value on the basis

of particle size effects.

-.

..

» 0
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CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSIONS

-

The nuclear magnetic resonance technique has been demonstrated in
<i

this work t0 be a useful teol to explore the precipitatien.process of a

binary alloy system.  The line shape of the cepper nuclear signal does not

change with the length ef aging time nor with the aging temperature; within

the range of solute concentration examined we have te consider enly the

secend-0rder quadrupole effects.  A complete separation ef the two copper

nuclear signals, 0ne frem the precipitate and ene from the remaining matrix,

must be accomplished er the ceurse ef the precipitatien precess will be very

difficult or even impossible to follow.  The very strong dependence of the

nuclear signal on the solute concentration enables one to follow the progress
3·.

ef the precipitation precess, and if the particle size is known, the matrix

composition can be found.  It is also possible in favorable cases to follow

the increase in the amount ef precipitate directly by means of the resonance

absorptien ef ene of its cemponents.

The cepper-beryllium binary alloy is an example which satisfies all

of the above conditions;  the NMR .measurement is fully utilized to prebe its

precipitation process.  The wipe-out-number, n, for this alloy system is found

to be 18, i.e., up to second neighbors are affected.  Similarly we have

considered up to the secend nearest neighbers of the precipitate particle will

not contribute te the measured cepper nuclear signal in interpreting our data.
./

The field ion microscopy of copper-beryllium is possible with the

assistance of an image intensifier; neon is then used as imaging gas. 'At best

imaging voltage, the field evaporation of the tip material still exists,
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Long-time stability of images is almost impossible to achieve.  The proba-

bility of tip fracture is high even when great care is exercised during its

preparation.  A pessible imprevement would utilize the transmissi6n electron

1

I

microscope to select the mest suitable sample tips. Most· often failure

eccurs during field evaporation, or after field evaperatien, but during the

process ef. admitting the additional image gas.  The precipitate particle is

found te be very small and without an atom probe FIM it cannot be unambiguously

differentiated frem ether surface features.  The estimated average precipitate

size is used to interpret the NMR results· if we take inte account the layer

of disturbed matrix around the precipitate and the effect of precipitate

particle size on the equilibrium matrix cencentration.

When the corrected solubility and the equilibrium (bulk) matrix

.-- solubility are used together with the Thomson-Freundlich equation the

estimat ed interface energy between-  the   y   and   a   has a value with reasonable

order.of magnitude.
--1

In this experiment we neglect the Knight shift between Cu+1.25 at.%

Be and pure copper, and the relative Knight shift of CuBe (CsCl structure)

is obtained frem a single trace centaining beth cepper nuclear signals

(CuBe  and  Cutl.25  at.%  Be). The Knight   shift·  of   CuBe is found   te  be  0. 13%.

Fer CuZn, which has the same structure and is electronically similar, the

corresponding quantity· is 0.15%.

' v''
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